
 
 
 

 
Living in the Here and Now 

 
ATONEMENT 
Ask ourselves how would Jesus handle this -- example of how to handle the problem - - and if God doesn't say it, it isn't 
said. If God didn't make it, it isn't made. Keep it simple. Know the truth. He opens our understanding and makes the word 
plain. Maundy-Thursday and Last Supper; symbols explained. Wonderful meditation on setting yourself in God's day. 
First holy moment in the morning must be dedicated to God 
 
LIVE BY THE SPIRIT 
This is an outstanding lesson. It begins by explaining the symbolism behind Jesus meeting the Samaritan women at 
Jacob's well. Then there is a question on fulfillment, which becomes the theme. Recognize that there is a holy purpose for 
me; a presence guiding me and directing me. Get into the habit of listening inwardly. Discern between what seem like two 
voices; tempter or Spirit. Realize that universal hypnotism has no power until we personalize it, then it becomes part of 
the human scene. Fulfillment is not what you are doing, but who you are. 
 

Experiencing Grace 
 
GRACE ANSWERS THE ACUTE NEED 
A good tape for new students. Failure to heal is due to our lack of knowledge about God, man, idea, body. Egotism is a 
burden -- always protecting the image. Are we yoked to the ego or yoked to the Christ? Very beautiful on the art form of 
living; the art of loving that conforms to the pattern shown on the mount of transfiguration. The beauty of wholeness… In 
surrendering to the Christ there is not emasculation because our strength is in the Lord. 
 
ATTAINING A QUIET MIND 
Excellent. Altitude is to never try to change anyone or anything. Work is very simple. Every person coming to us is the 
Christ -- to be recognized. This purifies the mind of its conditioning. When we meditate we must become aware that every 
cell in the body is being regenerated by the inner peace that has been established by his Grace -- order that has been 
established; integrated and whole, renewed and regenerated. 
 

Practicing the Presence of God 
 
DIVINE APPRECIATION 
Begins with steps in "practicing the presence." Goes into the nature of error and protective work; monitoring the mind -- 
channel one or channel two. Fear, doubt, guilt and desire are qualities of the carnal mind. They belong not to anyone! V 
talks about imagination. Let's not have evil imagination -- imagine what the kingdom of God is like. Let your imagination 
soar. 
 
 
 

THE FOUNDATION OF SPIRITUAL LIVING 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ONLY ONE DEMONSTRATION  
Identification with the body leads to a crucifixion. We are not body but consciousness. The make up of human mentality 
is fear and guilt. The steps in attaining illumination are very simple, but very true and profound. V talks on principles... 
Attributes of the Spirit in us are joy; enthusiasm. 
 

Letting the Christ Function In You 
 
BREAKING THE ART 
Great on Law… Place… Reality... Pantheism revealed. On trying to spiritualize matter… Breaking through human-hood 
is breaking the art! 
 

The Activity of the Christ 
 
THE NARROW GATE 
Excellent on who I really am. The broad gate is human consciousness; concepts of good and evil. When we identify with 
Consciousness, oneness, then that is the single vision -- the narrow gate. Relationship of oneness is built on trust. I have 
all the grace of God and you have all the grace of God. It is indivisible. Divest ourselves of human concepts. 
 
STANDING IN THE NAME OF GOD 
Great! Armor of God defined. Positive… Encouraging us to press on... Dominion increases when you are faithful 
 

Opening Consciousness 
 
TRANSCENDING THE MIND 
Start your spiritual life by removing all labels, names, then you have begun to erase the projections that are made through 
the mind. Remove all names and labels because mind itself is unconditioned. 
 

The Initiations of the First Degree 
 
DEALING WITH PROBLEMS 
Wonderful on purification… on cleaning your house... Analogy of boats on river… Impersonalization of error... 
 
INFINITE WAY BASICS 
Good for new and old students alike. Principle of oneness; holy ground; God as; recognition; God is; not by might nor 
by power, but by my spirit; in quiet and in confidence. Meditation is not a squashing of the mind but an expansion of the 
mind. 
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